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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

6.1. CONCLUSION 

Cognitive Radio Networks have become the assuring technology that uses the 

underutilized licensed spectrum effectively by subduing the problem of spectrum 

scarcity. The PUs are the licensed users whereas the secondary users make use of the 

PU’s spectrum if it is not in use by them. Spectrum sensing is the main important task 

that finds out the availability of signal in the spectrum. One of the most important 

issues analyzed and discussed in recent studies to improve the performance of the 

CRN is designing a defense mechanism for cross-layer attacks on cognitive radio 

networks. In this study, we proposed a Mean Bid Trust (MBT-MNR) method to cope 

with secondary malicious users that launch attacks on two different layers: physical 

layer and network layer. First, the interaction between the third party and the 

secondary user is shaped by a non-cooperative model simultaneously with the aim of 

using the under-used spectrums. We then created a mechanism which combined three 

confidence measures, energy, received data packets and the hop count to measure the 

confidence of the node. 

In contrast to various trust approaches, our trust-based mechanism takes into 

account the mean offer of neighboring nodes through which trustworthy node is 

assessed. Finally, a game theory model called Multiple Nash Equilibrium is set to 

classify between malicious and regular users to ensure a safe and more reliable 

cognitive radio network. Simulations are carried out and the results show that the 

MBT-MNR method works better in energy, detection precision and detection time 

than ROSA and mean field game. 

The network is prone to several threats such as PrUEA and SSDF attacks for 

using the available spectrum. An efficient spectrum sensing algorithm that mitigates 

the effect of PrUEA and SSDF attacks is developed and its performance estimation is 

carried out by comparing with the existing methods in this research work. Certain 

contribution proposals include, as security architecture for CRN with Probable 

Density Optimal Logical Sensing and Levenshtein Nearest Centroid Classification 

(OS-LNCC) for the Multi-Hop CRN are proposed and the performance analyses are 

carried out. A new algorithm is introduced and found to significantly improve 

cognitive network efficiency, which mitigates spectrum falsification with the 
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STATLOG feature along with the algorithm of significant classification between the 

CRN standard and the malicious user through a novel machine learning to reduce 

primary user emulation. In order to better understand the efficacy of this approach, the 

performance of the interlayer protection architecture should be evaluated in terms of 

sensing delay, error prediction and performance. The results of the simulation 

demonstrate our method efficiency relative to other methods. This method improves 

the percentage of error prediction and efficiency, increasing the protection mechanism 

of the CRN by a minimum delay. 

6.2 POSSIBLE FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

In our proposed system, communication in CRNs with cooperating spectrum 

sensing is discussed. This research focused on improving the security of the CRN by 

cutting the effect of PrUEA and SSDF attacks. The following are some of the 

important aspects that may possibly be taken into consideration for future work. 

1. To Build an Effective mathematical model to Evaluate Trust among 

Secondary Users and Simulate the Model. 

2. Develop some Cryptographic algorithms and Provide classification between 

the malicious and normal users. 

3. Also extend the Cross layer attack Solution to Higher Layers and simulate the 

Results by considering the respective parameters. 


